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KNIGHT
The knight’s knowledge of war increases with time and experience;
the application of this knowledge allows him to master the art of
war, improving his leadership skills as well as his personal combat
skills. Epic knights begin to set aside their normal desires for
adventure in favor of becoming Lords of Men.
NOTE: Knights are excellent troop leaders, and their skills are
very much suited to mass combat. The epic powers listed below
are excellent additions to any Fields of Battle mass-combat game.
In addition, embedded epic knights provide other powers to their
troops, as described in Fields of Battle boxed set. Also, note that
the knight as presented here in the Castle Keeper’s Guide was not
available at the time of the boxed set’s release, so these powers
were not drawn upon for embedded knights.
ABILITIES
EXPERT IN ARMS: The knight’s experience in the art of war consumes
his waking hours, and the battlefield hones his skills in the use of
weapons and armor. But his thoughts, ever geared toward tactics
and leadership, are not squandered on improving his own abilities,
but rather are more attuned to utilizing the skills of others. At 13TH
LEVEL, during any combat where the knight is fighting alongside
others, such as friends or allies, he can exert himself for one round,
thereby improving the combat maneuvers of the party or group with
him. All allies within 40 feet of the knight gain a +1 bonus to any
combat maneuver, including those from Fields of Battle. However,
the knight must take command of the group to provide this bonus.
Any group member failing to follow the knight’s orders does not
receive the bonus. When the knight achieves 17TH LEVEL, the bonus
improves to +2. This bonus stacks with any other in-place bonuses
benefiting characters or NPCs, including the fighter’s battle space
ability. It does not improve the knight’s bonus.
CHARISMA BONUS: At 15TH LEVEL, the knight gains one point
of charisma. The knight’s knowledge of the battlefield and his
natural lordship over men increase his charisma by 1 point.
BATTLE LORD: At 20TH LEVEL, the knight achieves a level of
battlefield mastery that allows him to influence his troops
as never before; men look to him for
guidance and act upon his cues. All
mass-combat rolls receive the knight’s
charisma bonus to their to-hit and damage rolls
and provide allies with a +1 to their armor class.
Furthermore, any troops of men, great or small, required to
make a morale check add the knight’s charisma modifier to their
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roll. The troops must be able to see the knight upon the field. The
knight must place himself prominently upon the field, fight and
lead vigorously. If the knight leaves the battle due to wounds or by
choice, the modifier is lost. If the knight dies, the troops must make
a morale roll in the following round. The knight’s charisma bonus
is no longer in effect; furthermore, the knight’s death demoralizes
the men, and they consequently suffer a -4 penalty on their morale
checks. At 24TH LEVEL, the knight’s attack bonus equals double the
knight’s charisma bonus, and it provides a +2 bonus to the allied
troops’ armor class and a +2 bonus to the morale of those who
can see him on the battlefield. Player characters are not affected
by the knight’s battle lord ability.
HONOR ATTACK: At 17TH LEVEL, knights can deal an honor attack.
In any formal situation, such as a joust, one-on-one combat, or
any fight in which knights are involved in individual combat, they
can call upon their noble spirit to disconcert their foe. So long as
the battle is nobly fought and the knight does not yield or retreat,
the knight’s renown disconcerts his foe so much that it reduces his
opponent’s AC by the knight’s charisma modifier for the honor
attack. In that round, the knight can strike a blow, adding his
charisma modifier, if any, to his to-hit roll and dealing double his
normal damage, to include strength and magical modifiers. The
knight can only do this once during any one combat fought between
him and one other creature. The knight can use the honor attack
multiple times each day, but only once against the same target.
CONVERSION TO KNIGHTHOOD: At 21ST LEVEL, knights gain the
extraordinary ability to confer knighthood upon others. Any
converted NPCs gain a permanent +1 bonus to their to-hit rolls
and armor class. Converts must desire the knighthood and act
courageously. They must also be of like alignment with the knight
(good or evil; lawful or chaotic) and be aware of the knight’s own
renown. Any converted, non-class-based NPCs become 1ST-LEVEL
knights, and they advance according to their own experiences. In
any case, they are bound to the knight and must obey him and

EXPANDING CHARACTERS
follow the knightly code under even dangerous circumstances, or
the knight will strip them of their knighthood.

PALADIN

Converted class-based NPCs become 1ST-LEVEL knights. They must
chose whether or not they will continue their career in their normal
class or take up the new role of knight. It is important to note that not
all knights begin their career this way. If the knight confers knighthood
upon the character class, treat the character as being multi-classed.
These knights do not gain the to-hit bonus detailed above.
Breaking the code of knighthood is a serious offense to the
granting knight. The conferring knight must hunt down and slay
the offending knight or force him to atone for his offense.
PATH OF GREATNESS: This is a permanent ability and one the knight
must choose to take. He can choose to take his path to greatness at
24TH LEVEL. The knight is now of such great renown and so powerful
that he has become legendary. The knight is emblematic of a desire,
hope, or dream. The knight may never back down from a fight
or challenge no matter how great or small, and must strike with
righteous fury at everything dishonoring or opposing him personally.
When in a fight against stronger opponents, the knight receives the
HD/level differentiation as a bonus to his to-hit and damage rolls.
Furthermore, once a month, the knight can alter the weather as
the control weather spell, casting as a 10TH-LEVEL spellcaster. Those
friends and allies who can see him or are aware of him never suffer
from poor morale, and they do not flee so long as he remains on
the battlefield. Creatures of animal or lower intelligence or anyone
of half the knight’s level must make a successful charisma or
intelligence check, or they shun the knight, refusing to attack him;
and if he approaches them, they flee before his righteousness.
If a knight on the path of greatness ever shows cowardice in the
face of adversity, quits the field, or flees in the face of certain
death, his path is ruined, and he looses all of his knightly ability,
becoming a normal fighter of equal level.
TABLE 1.24 KNIGHT CLASS INFORMATION
LEVEL

HD

BTH

EPP

13

+4

+12

1,075,001

14

+4

+13

1,250,001

15

+4

+14

1,425,001

16

+2

+15

1,600,001

17

+2

+15

1,775,001

18

+2

+16

1,950,001

19

+2

+16

2,125,001

20

+2

+16

2,300,001

21

+1

+16

2,475,001

22

+1

+17

2,650,001

23

+1

+17

2,825,001

24

+1

+17

3,000,001

The paladin exemplifies the holy champion, a noble warrior-priest
without peer. Evil fears the paladin, shunning his very presence,
but the distraught turn to him for succor. His long road leads him
to the halls of sainthood.
ABILITIES
BEQUEATH VIRTUE: The essence of law and good graces every
paladin. At 13TH LEVEL, this grace manifests as a virtue which the
paladin passes on to small items of great beauty, such as flowers,
a maiden’s hair, garments of silk or soft cottons, and other such
innocuous items. These items become imbued with a calming
goodness, which immediately soothes the soul of the person to
whom the paladin bestows the item. The item’s enchantment lays
a guise of healing upon the person, passing the grace as a virtue
on to the individual. So long as the person is at rest, he heals
at double the normal rate. Furthermore, the virtue can bring
someone back from negative hit points. After holding a virtuous
item for 24 hours, any individual who has between -1 and -5 hit
points returns to zero hit points. The paladin can use this ability
only once per level, so a 24TH-LEVEL paladin can only bequeath
virtue 24 times. Every time the paladin bequeaths an item, he
temporarily looses a point of constitution that requires one day to
heal; magical healing has no effect on this restoration. The item
itself wilts after it passes its virtue on unless the paladin chooses
to permanently lose a point of constitution; in this case, the virtue
and its effects are permanent.
EXAMPLE: Angrod’s battle with the ogre went poorly. With a great
blow, the ogre split Angrod’s helm, delivering a grievous wound to
the dwarf’s skull, dropping Angrod to -5 hit points. His companion,
Merrick, brings him to the Temple of St. Luther, where the elder
paladins see to Angrod’s care. The Lord Paladin there bequeaths
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virtue to a golden coin and places the coin in Angrod’s hand. The
paladins then allow the dwarf to rest for 24 hours, after which
Angrod’s hit points rise to zero. His friend Merrick lays on hands
for 2 additional points of healing, bringing Angrod back to the
land of the living. The Lord Paladin who bequeathed the coin
suffers the loss of one point of constitution, but by the following
day, the point has returned.
When a paladin reaches the 18TH LEVEL, his bequeath ability extends
to -7; when he reaches 20TH LEVEL, it extends to -9. The virtue stops
all bleeding as well as heals the one holding the virtue. Also, at 20TH
LEVEL, the paladin can reverse the effects of aging. He can imbue
an item with such restful virtue that it lays a deep enchantment of
sleep upon it. Anyone so willing sleeps for a full year, and in that
time, the sleeper regains five years of life as if he were five years
younger. The paladin temporarily suffers 5 points of constitution
loss each time he uses this ability; each constitution point requires 1
month to heal. The item itself wilts after it passes its virtue on unless
the paladin chooses to permanently lose a point of constitution; in
this case, the virtue and its effects are permanent.
The paladin cannot personally use these items, nor may other paladins.
DIVINE INTERVENTION: At 13TH LEVEL, the paladin achieves a rank
in the hierarchy of his order that draws the attention of the deity,
allowing the paladin to call upon the deity for aid. The paladin may
call upon divine intervention for one of three following purposes:
1.

The intervention allows the paladin player character to reroll one dice roll. The dice roll is restricted to the following:
to-hit, damage, saving throw, or attribute check.

2.

The intervention grants the paladin a +4 bonus to hit and
doubles any damage for one round. The divine aid surpasses any
magical resistances the creature may have for that one round.

3.

The intervention reduces all the damage the paladin suffers
in that round by half; the intervention surpasses any magical
effects in the area.

The paladin can use this ability once a week at 13TH LEVEL, twice a
week at 17TH LEVEL, and 3 times a week at 22ND LEVEL.
AURA OF COURAGE: At 15TH LEVEL, the paladin’s range extends up to
30 feet. At 20TH LEVEL, the paladin’s range extends up to 50 feet.
SMITE EVIL: At 15TH LEVEL, the paladin can use this ability twice
per day. At 20TH LEVEL, he can use it three times per day.
CHARISMA BONUS: At 15TH LEVEL, the paladin gains one point of
charisma. The paladin’s holiness, the light that shines from within,
increases his charisma by 1 point.
DIVINE WILL: At 20TH LEVEL, the paladin earns the right to compel
others to engage in holy acts or call for a holy war. Once per
month, the paladin can exert himself and force any who can hear
his voice to take up whatever cause he calls upon them to do.
Individual Castle Keepers must determine how many can hear
the paladin’s voice; in very noisy environments, only as few as a
half-dozen may hear his call; if an entire army quietly listens to the
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paladin, then his call may compel many hundreds to join him.
Recipients of this divine will suffer as if geased unless they make
a successful charisma check (CL equal to the paladin’s level).
Not all the restrictions of a geas apply to the divine will, for those
compelled willingly put themselves into harmful situations, and if
so called upon, they willingly sacrifice their lives. The geas only
lasts as many days as the paladin has levels unless some outside
force dispels it (such as dispel magic cast upon the targets), or the
paladin himself dispels it.
Divine Will does not affect chaotic or lawful evil creatures, NPCS,
or player characters.
CLEANSE SOUL: The 24TH-LEVEL paladin gains mastery over
other men’s minds; this ability reveals deception and alignment,
penetrates any disguise or illusion, reads minds, can lift charms
or any other bemusements, dispels magic, and exorcises evil from
those unnaturally possessed; the power lays the dead to rest, atones
for actions, and allows the paladin to commune with others.
Upon attempting to cleanse soul, the paladin must constrain the
target for a number of rounds equal to the target’s HD or level and
make a successful charisma check (CL equal to the target’s HD or
level, with any applicable bonuses). The paladin must also overcome
the target’s spells resistance, if any. If successful, the paladin
automatically knows the target’s state of mind. He can detect his
alignment (good, evil chaotic, neutral, or any combination); knows
his state of mind, whether angry or fearful; he can see through any
illusions; the paladin can detect if the target is under any mindaltering spell or spell-like effect; he can read the creature’s thoughts,
seeing the target’s origins, hopes, fears and dreams; in short, the
paladin sees out of the target’s eyes and knows the target for who
and what he is, no matter the deceptions.
Once cleanse soul reveals the full scope of the creature to the
paladin, he may chose to exorcise the creature. If he successfully
does so, the paladin forces any madness or evil out of the host.
Many targets die from such an event, but others the paladin
wholly cures, bringing them back to the path of the righteous. The
recipient of the cleansing must make a successful charisma save
(CL equal the paladin’s level), or he succumbs to the paladin’s
power. Inherently evil creatures, such as vampires, demons, or
devils, are completely destroyed by the cleansing. Others, such
as lycanthropes, are cured by the cleansing. The dead, such as
wraiths, ghosts, and specters, gain eternal peace, and their souls
are released from bondage—unless they were evil in life; in
which case, they are banished to whatever hell awaits them. Any
creature who survives the exorcism casts the paladin out of its
mind and is freed from all the effects of the cleanse soul, including
the paladin’s ability to know the target’s true self. Thereafter, the
paladin can never again attempt to cleanse soul on that creature.
The paladin must rest one hour for every hit dice of the creature he
cleanses; the rest must come immediately after, for the cleansing
drains the paladin of his fortitude. He is bedridden and unable to
fend for himself during this rest.

